Confair.
440 range
Identity and innovation – what else determines tomorrow’s success? To combine continuity and dynamic change is perhaps one of the key tasks of modern management. Whether that can be achieved is largely a question of communication culture. And thus of the design of interiors for teamwork and conferences …

The Confair range stands for the perfect combination of image creation and innovative strength: high design quality, fine materials and unmistakable design support team spirit and a sociable image. At the same time, modularity, mobility and innovative functions promote participation, self-organization and interaction – and incidentally reduce the cost of managing office space too.

It is not surprising that Confair has become an international model of excellence for the entire industry.
Mobile servers, with accessories for flexible applications, height-adjustable flipcharts, light pin-boards and mobile desks, skilfully designed chairs and the legendary Confair folding table provide a complete, unique set of furniture for modern teamwork and project work. Individual models from the Confair range may also serve as a useful, elegant addition to conventionally furnished seminar and conference environments.
Communication workshop for management standards

Reshape the environment, don’t try to reshape men.

Buckminster Fuller

Design and function of the highest degree: the folded mobile table is a real eye-catcher. Unfolded, it seats eight comfortably.
The combination of Confair chairs and mobile desks allows a fast changeover between various forms and methods of interaction. An ideal addition: the mobile InterWall from the ConAction range for direct visualization and processing of digital information in seminar and team environments.

When not required, the desks may be compacted efficiently and moved aside.

Involving people more directly in communication processes facilitates innovation and change. If people set up their teamwork and conference environment themselves and change it dynamically, they will also be in a position to identify more easily and faster with the process in hand.

For this very reason, Confair has been designed as a toolbox, allowing participants of a seminar, workshop or project work group to “help themselves”: for conveying information and presentation, for sharing ideas, for group work, for formal decision processes or open discussion sessions. This allows a neutral space to be self-organized and used in a versatile manner – a saving not only for space but also for catering capacities.

Confair has been designed as a coherent, extremely high-quality range to ensure that such conference processes attain their appropriate importance for both staff and management. The fact that a dynamic and efficient communication culture using Confair is also firmly established on management board levels is the best proof of the design quality of the concept ...
Changeover of methods in no time.

Confair.
440 range

Quality of details
With Confair this is more than merely a question of aesthetics. The quality of a detail plays a decisive role in the quality of the whole:

- The frame structure of all Confair models comprises extruded aluminium profiles and die-castings. This ensures precision and strength with minimum weight. Polished, anodized, coated or chromium-plated finishes permit finely honed coordination with individual design concepts.
- The table tops are in rigid laminboard with laminated wood lipping and integral impact-resilient profile. Desk tops, flipchart writing panel and walls of the server boxes are in birch plywood. The choice of a finish is between elegant veneer, linoleum or laminate. Shelves and the base of boxes are in black steel with a textured coating. Materials and surface finishes thus provide both longevity and flexible layout and application.
- The high-performance plastics employed, such as polypropylene and polyamide, are through-dyed in black, which means that scratches are hardly visible, even when subject to hard wear.
- Last but not least, every single component may be exchanged on all Confair models. This guarantees aesthetic and technical updating of Confair furniture at any time.

Model 444/4
Chair
Stackable, with exchangeable covers according to Wilkhahn fabric and leather collection. 58 x 54, H 76

Model 441/1
Mobile desk
May be rolled, folded up and nested. Desk top with tilt function, integral pentray and edge profile. 46 x 45, H 73

Model groups 445 and 446
Server
Mobile, versatile accessories for catering, interactive group material or presentation media. 46 x 59 (overhead 91), H 96/107

All dimensions in cm
The number of participants, contents and methods of a meeting require a coordinated furnishing layout for optimal support of communication processes: ranging from a seminar, a meeting, a conference, project and group work to presentations and discussions. The Timetable range marks the growth of a family related to the Confair folding table, which complements the Confair set with smaller tables. Table tops may be pivoted upward for efficient, compact storage. This means that the layout in communication environments can be literally adapted to methods in no time at all.

Model 448/9
Lectern
Mobile, with desk top (optionally with additional shelf), and modesty panel in coated, perforated steel; space for company logo. 46 x 51, H 106

Model 442/1
Flipchart
Foldable, with removable writing panel with three adjustable height positions, steel pins and black holder for paper pads, and pentray. 75 x 67, H 180/200

Model group 443
Pinboard/Whiteboard
Can be compacted; double-sided board cover in grey felt. Whiteboard with enamelled sheet steel, for use of magnets and pens, with clamp-on pinstrip. 139 x 54, H 190

Model group 440
Confair folding tables
Barrel-shaped or rectangular, optionally with integral pentrays. Accessories: snap connectors for linking rectangular folding tables. 110/90 x 260, H 73

Timetable
610 range
60/75 x 150, H 73
60/75 x 200, H 73

Please apply to the Wilkhahn Customized Manufacturing Centre for additional accessories and special versions.